
05094: "a month with initially no walks spending all my time renovating and then 

walking with myrthe every morning somewhere nearby our contrada and later to work 

at the village festivity and then walking also with august and hanneke in the 

novegno mountain reaching the pria forá and later doing the usual round of the 

pasubio mountain with august and myrthe being very trained and fast and beside 

that doing small walks in the summer resorts of jesolo and caorle the day i picked 

up myrthe and later august at the venice airport"

17067: "shapes of clouds recorded in my last summer in the swedish countryside 

getting really bored and frustrated now observing many animals both while in the 

farm as well as when walking alone in the fields making use of the long days"

01151: "a month with an extreme amount of work in the barn in the alps setting up 

both the archive as well as the viewing room spending most of my time there 

isolating the ceiling and dedicating a lot of time to paint it all white and 

beside that doing minor works in the garden helping myrthe to plant flowers as 

well as building a staircase with the left over chestnut wood from the old ceiling 

and a big table but also taking a few walks"

15082: "a month with less bad air despite being in the mountains renovating and 

breathing quite some pollution going down to the airport to pick up myrthe and 

later august finding some traffic on the highway and beside that breathing some 

dust cleaning the roof of the barn and lastly one day painting three more parts of 

the archive using synthetic color but nonetheless also breathing good air taking 

walks like to the pasubio and around the novegno"

09055: "recordings done mostly while in sweden walking alone in the forest next to 

my son's apartment but also walking to the city and walking along the river in 

culemborg stopping howver to record due to a lot of renovation work in the alps 

only  recording  my  thoughts  there  walking  up  to  my  field  and  there  mostly 

reflecting on my courageous attempt to build a home to my project also affected by 

much reading of seneca"

02141: "pretty good dreaming in the mountains without having to travel much and 

with myrthe on my side making my sleep longer and having quite some renovation 

related  dreams  as  well  as  about  mountains  and  my  neighbours  there  but  also 

assimilating some of the bad news about terrorism and still dragging some memories 

from my museum show and at last having several car related dreams after a lot 

driving"

04082: "a month struggling a lot having to finish the case-study for my thesis 

here in the mountains and then also to cope with myrthe and august not going very 

well to begin with nonetheless being able to take nice breaks during nice walks in 

the novegno and feeling relief after finishing to paint all the little museum set-

up and opening it to the others"



16096: "a summer month in the alps with quite some heat but also a lot of storms 

making  at  times  the  air  much  colder  particularly  in  the  evening  but  also 

experiencing very sunny and very clear days with absolutely no rain and at last 

also going with august to the sea side in the south of the river po and there 

experiencing a very hot weather"

18092: "a summer month spent in the mountains and experiencing an increasingly 

strong wind culminating in a day in which it was very powerful and then the rest 

of the month diminishing with only a day of storm and sudden wind"

05095: "a month spent in the alps doing several walks despite having to finish 

the case-study for my doctorate and walking the usual mountains of novegno and 

pasubio and enna but also taking small trips to see a fossil location close to 

verona and later driving with august to the see side of emilia romagna visiting 

the city of ferrara and walking large stretches of beaches and the nice tourist 

town  of  lido  degli  estensi  but  also  crossing  the  river  and  exploring  porto 

garibaldi before going back and visiting rovigo despite august unwillingness"

03082: "songs recognized over a long period started in sweden with august getting a 

new little dog and singing songs to him and also songs recognized while at the gym 

in gothenburg while setting up a show and staying at a hotel but then going to 

holland and beside myrthe's singing also recording several songs during the street 

bbq before going to italy and hearing songs from both daniela and old gianna but 

also at restaurants and bars and during the town festivity and at last for my 

birthday"

04_083: "a month spent inhaling less bad air first painting the archive room both 

with  the  synthetic  black  color  and  then  the  ceilings  using  yellow  but  also 

attempting to trim twice the field for my cathedral before driving with august to 

the sea side and finding relatively little traffic enjoying the sea air there and 

at last driving august to the airport finding a lot of traffic there and starting 

to cut the doors to the archive making a lot of powder but at last taking nice 

walks and even bike rides in the mountain with jaek and bret breathing fresh air 

before driving with myrthe through france back to the netherlands and getting 

stuck twice in heavy traffic"

06053: "heart beats recorded first while biking in the netherlands going with 

myrthe for a long ride to buren and back and then at last finally manage to take 

my old mountain bike from my parents' place and setting up also bikes for jacek 

and brett to go for a little ride down to mountain enna and back after brett got a 

flat tire using alberto's mountain bike and up the hill reaching a very high beat"

17068: "still in the swedish countryside experiencing a very rainy summer with 

many clouds to observe while growing quite frustrated of being unable to build the 

case-study for my upcoming thesis and taking several walks on the old railroad 

observing there many clouds"



01152:  "a  month  stepping  down  from  building  and  renovating  and  mostly  now 

concentrating on having a bit of holiday in the mountains with myrthe and august 

and also traveling with the later to the seaside spending some days sleeping in 

the car and not doing many activities then but mostly editiing the interviews 

conducted on my case-study and at last taking big hikes with jacek and brett also 

doing very little activities but looking after our new little cat nero scooping 

out his pooh and so forth till at last traveling by car through france back to the 

netherlands with nero and myrthe on board"

14104:  "getting  ideas  despite  the  renovation  work  and  all  the  traveling 

especially by train from the netherlands to berlin and later to gothenburg to meet 

the curator of a future show at hasselblad but also staying in the nice djursholm 

with august"


